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"I walk these streets with my mother every Sabbath, my mother who went to
Auschwitz in 1944.  My mother went straight to the gas chamber."

−−− Quote from New York Assemblyman Dov Hikind after an alleged "swastika" was
spray painted in his neighborhood.  Dov Hikind was born on June 30, 1950.

(dailymail.co.uk/news/article−2060677)
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dov_Hikind)
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Trango VRX2550 2.4 GHz Video Receiver Experiments

Overview

This is quick hack to allow a Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS 2.4 GHz video receiver to
receive slightly out−of−band frequencies.

The stock Trango VRX2550 is a high−quality analog video receiver (FM with NTSC/PAL video
output) operating in the standard 2.4 GHz license−free Part 15 band.  These analog wireless video
systems are getting to be a bit dated, but there are still alot of consumer wireless security and
surveillance video systems which utilize the 2.4 GHz band.

Several commercial Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and other drone−type aircraft, even use the
2.4 GHz band for their streaming video downlinks.  It's possible to intercept these video feeds to
help keep an eye on the watchers.

The Trango VRX2550 uses a common 480 MHz Intermediate Frequency (IF) for the input to the FM
video demodulating circuits.  This IF signal is derived by mixing the incoming RF signal within a
Mini−Circuits MBA−25L mixer along with a synthesized Local Oscillator (LO) signal.  A Z−Comm
SMV1960L Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is used for generating the local oscillator frequency,
and is tuned 480 MHz below the received frequency.

The Trango VRX2550 has a PIC controlling a National LMX2325 PLL synthesizer to determine the
local oscillator frequency for each of the four channels.  It's possible to reprogram the LMX2325 for
your own receive frequency or to even replace the voltage tune line with something manual.

Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS

Channel     Receive Frequency (GHz)      Local Oscillator Frequency (GHz)     VCO Vt (Volts)

1           2.413                        1.933                                2.529
2           2.432                        1.952                                2.691
3           2.451 (microwave ovens)      1.971                                2.851
4           2.470                        1.990                                3.011

You can manually "tune" the Trango VRX2550's local oscillator frequency by replacing the
LMX2325 synthesizer control line going to the VCO with a DC control voltage from an external
potentiometer.  By manually sweeping this voltage from 0 to around 4 volts, the Z−Comm
SMV1960L will cover approximately 1.7 − 2.2 GHz.

The VRX2550 will then be able to receive anything between 2.1 − 2.6 GHz − sorta...  There is,
however, an input RF bandpass filter right after the VRX2550's antenna input, so any frequencies
away from the filter's 2.45 GHz center frequency will be attenuated by 20 dB or more.

This on−board 2.45 GHz bandpass filter may be jumpered and external filtering used, along with
any optional pre−amplification.

A horizontal video synchronization (15.75 kHz) detector and an automatic channel scanner will also
be added to this unit.  The video synchronization detector lights a LED when a possible video signal
is detected, and the automatic channel scanner "hops" through the four channels about once ever
two seconds so you don't have to manually toggle through them.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Internal overview of a stock Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS video receiver.

The audio/video/DC power connections come into the case via the weatherproof connections on the
case's left.

The VRX2550 board can be powered from +6 to +12 VDC.  The current draw is around 400 mA.
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Overview of the Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS video receiver circuit board.

The antenna connection is via the right−angle SMA jack on the left.

The BNC jack is for the Video Output.

The white RCA jack is for Left Audio Output.  This connection also provides the audio output when
operating in monaural (mono) mode.

The red RCA jack is for Right Audio Output.

The Toggle/RSSI push button selects the receiver's channel.  The four green LEDs indicate which
channel (1−4) the receiver is tuned to.

The screw terminals are for the DC power and the alarm outputs.  The alarm connections will not be
used in this application.
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Component overview of the stock Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS video receiver circuit
board.

These units are very well designed and the receiver utilizes "proper" microwave receiver
components.
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There is a 2−pole Murata 2.4 GHz bandpass filter after the antenna input and a low−noise receive
amplifier, which I believe is a MGA−83563 (or equivalent).

The RF input feeds a Mini−Circuit MBA−25L mixer.  The receiver's local oscillator is based around a
Z−Comm SMV1960L VCO and is PLL synthesized with a National LMX2325.  Using a PLL circuit
prevents the receiver's frequency from drifting.

The mixer's 480 MHz IF ouptut is common for these types FM video receivers and the video
demodulation is done by a Zarlink SL1461.

Two Motorola MC13055 FSK receivers handle the audio and alarm code demodulation.
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Alternate view.

Two EPCOS B801 480 MHz SAW filters clean up the IF output from the mixer.

This surface−mount SAW filters have a farily high insertion loss (20 dB or so) and replacing them
with external filters could possibly increase the receiver's overall sensitivity.

The right audio channel uses a 6.0 MHz audio carrier and the left/mono channel uses a 6.5 MHz
carrier.  The alarm data is also on the 6.0 MHz carrier.

An Analog Devices AD8367 provides the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).
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Overview of the four channel indicating LEDs and the Toggle/RSSI push button.

These will be removed and panel−mounted for convenience.
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Solder−side view of the LEDs.  The have tiny 220 ohm resistors for current−limiting, but you may
want to remove these so you have a bigger pad to solder to.

New 220 ohm resistors will added externally.
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Overview of the voltage regulator components and PIC microcontroller.

The ten test pads can be used for tapping the board's +5 VDC, ground, video output, and left/right
audio outputs.

Pin them out with an ohm meter.  The square pad should be the video output.
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Overview of the voltage tune line on a stock Trango Systems VRX2550 EaglePLUS video receiver
circuit board.

This line controls the tuning voltage to the Z−Comm SMV1960L VCO.  Switching in a potentiometer
to vary this tuning voltage from approximately 0 − 4 volts allows you to manually tune the receiver
over a (slightly) wider frequency range.
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Scrap off the solder resist with an X−ACTO knife and cut the trace as shown.

The exposed trace going to the right is connected to pin 6 of the LMX2325 PLL.

The exposed trace going to the left is the voltage tune line for the SMV1960L VCO.

A relay will be used to switch between PLL and manual tuning for the SMV1960L VCO.
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Drill a small hole in the PC board and route two #30 wires as shown.
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Overview of the circuit board for the automatic channel scanner and the 15.75 kHz horizontal
synchronization frequency detector.

For the automatic channel scanner, a TLC555 timer is configured in an astable operation with about
a 2 Hz pulse rate.  This then controls a relay in parallel with the Toggle/RSSI pads on the receiver's
main board.  This simulates pressing the Toggle/RSSI about once every two seconds.

Avoid faster channel scan rates, as it can take a moment for your video monitor to detect a valid
video signal.

For the sync detector, a LM567 tone decoder is configured to detect a signal at 15.75 kHz.  The
center detection frequency is set by a high−tolerance 10 kohm resistor and 6800 pF capacitor.  You
may have to slightly tweak the value of the resistor to get the center frequency near 15.75 kHz.  You
can verify the LM567's detection frequency by monitoring the LM567's pin 5 with a high−impedance
frequency counter.  The detection bandwidth is just under 1 kHz.

The white relay is used to switch between PLL and manual tuning.  The use of a relay is to avoid
additional capacitance which could prevent the PLL from locking.

The 220 ohm resistors are for the new panel−mounted channel indicating LEDs.
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Completed internal overview.

Try to keep the manual tuning wires as short as possible.  You can use a multi−turn potentiometer
for better frequency resolution in manual tuning mode, but you'll probably soon find it to be
tedious.  Slowly tuning a single−turn pot seems to be the least finicky.

The stock audio RCA jacks and video BNC jack where removed.  New jacks were panel−mounted
to the side of the case.
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Alternate overview.
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Completed overview with a matching Trango Systems AD2500−10 2.4 GHz patch antenna mounted
on top.
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Overview of the panel−mounted controls.

The banana jacks provide the DC power.

The RCA jacks are for the audio and video outputs.  These outputs are at the standard "line
levels."  The impedance of the audio outputs is 600 ohms (unbalanced) and the video output is 75
ohms (unbalanced).

The manual tune 10 kohm potentiometer is on the left.

The red switch is for DC power.

The yellow switch enables the automatic channel scanner relay.

The green switch enables the manual tune relay.

The black push button is in parallel with the stock Toggle/RSSI switch on the receiver board.
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Overview of the panel−mounted LEDs.

The four green LEDs indicate the receive channel and the red LED is for the video sync detector.
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Household Data Systems (HDS) professional−level wireless video surveillance system.  Complete
with a fake pole−pig transformer housing and a $22,000 dollar price tag.  The "1800" and "2500" in
the model numbers most likely refers to the frequency bands they operated at.  The Motorola HT
most likely handled the camera pan/tilt/zoom controls.
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TRON−Tek (tron−tek.com) still exists today.  The "400" and "450" may refer to the 400 MHz UHF
band.

Commmon wireless video carrier frequencies:

1710 − 1850 MHz
1990 − 2110 MHz   (Part 74/Broadcast)
2200 − 2300 MHz
2402 − 2483 MHz
2450 − 2499 MHz   (Part 74/Broadcast)
4400 − 5000 MHz
5250 − 5850 MHz
6875 − 7125 MHz   (Part 74/Broadcast)

The audio subcarriers can be at 4.83, 5.8, 6.0, 6.2, 6.5, 6.8, or 7.5 MHz.
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Bonus
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End of Issue #107

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

"Comrades!  Turn in your weapons."

Anti−gun poster from the 1918 Jewish Bolshevik "revolution" in Russia.  This resulted in millions of
innocent gentiles being killed so a handful of unelected oligarchs could control Russia's natural (and
political) resources.
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Glad to see there are still honest businesses and people out there...
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Does Sanford, Florida sound familar?  Yep, that's where Trayvon Martin went to the giant
watermelon patch in the sky!

Obama's Son

Recently, in that same city, six negroes attacked a pregnant White woman and, well..., there won't
be any protests or outrage in the media.  Change!

Contact your local Congress and Senate representatives and demand they pass "Nigger and Jew
Control" laws at once!

(http://incogman.net/2013/02/jew−controlled−media−continues−the−white−hating−bs)
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Actual targets being purchased by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).   They are being
sold by Law Enforcement Targets, Inc. as part of their "No More Hesitation" product line.  Really...

Remember, the DHS was the essentially the brainchild of Israeli dual−citizen Michael Chertoff.  His
company, The Chertoff Group, gets all those expensive government contracts for providing "security
consulting."  Cronyism at its finest...

See the Jew: Michael Chertoff
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More Marxist thought crimes...  Hope these "teachers" don't realize Crayons kinda
look like bullets!  You're pretty much insane if you send your kids to public schools at
this point...

Student Suspended for Shaping Pop−Tart Into Gun

March 3, 2013 − From: ktnv.com

by Krista Hostetler

Baltimore, MD (KTNV) −− A student in Baltimore was suspended over breakfast.

7−year−old Josh Welch was eating a Pop−Tart at school.  A teacher saw the pastry and said she
thought it looked like it was being shaped into a gun.

The teacher also said she heard Welch say, "Bang Bang" while he was holding it.

That was enough to get him suspended.

Welch said his teacher got it completely wrong, "It was already a rectangle and I just kept on biting it
and tore off the top, and it kind of looked like a gun but it wasn't."

Welch said he was trying to shape the Pop−Tart into a mountain.

The school sent out a letter late in the day to parents explaining what happened and why
they thought it was a threat saying, "A student used food to make an inappropriate gesture."

Welch was suspended for two days.

Celebrating Purim in Israel

Seven−year−old twins Ilay and Nehaoray in their "Twin Towers" costumes.  Remember, the 9/11
terrorist attacks where the result of supporting Israel in the first place!  Wake up goyim...

(shalomlife.com/culture/18828/kids−purim−costume−idea−the−burning−twin−towers−photo)
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